PRAYER & ADORATION

Tools for Parents
- Ideas for making your home a sacred place
- Learn a simple method for praying with family at home
- Worship Services for Families at Home
- Methods for learning to pray with children
- Online Catholic Bible
- Catholic Family Prayer

Children’s Resources for Parents
- Cartoon Bible Stories
- 24 Ideas for Family Prayer
- Catholic Family Prayers

REFLECTIONS

Tools for Parents
- Take a Family Faith Inventory
- Catholic online blog for parents
- Create a Family Mission Statement
- Creating a Faith Nurturing Home
- Faith Conversations with Children
- Ideas for Strong Catholic Families Facebook page

Children’s Resources for Parents
- Matt Maher Music YouTube Channel
- EWTN for Kids Cartoon Videos
- FORMED Catholic Videos
- Minno Christian Videos
- Lifeteen Summit for Families

FAMILY RESOURCES

During COVID19

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Tools for Parents
- Catholic Parental Ministry Courses
- Resources and Activities Parent Webinars

Resources for Parents
- Saint of the Day
- Catholic Activity Worksheets
- Catholic Crafts
- Catholic Lego Ideas
- Liturgical Crafts and More